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A method for small-scale testing and imaging of freestanding, microtomed polymer films using a 
push-to-pull device is presented. Central to this method was the development of a sample preparation 
technique which utilized solvents at cryogenic temperatures to transfer and deposit delicate thin films 
onto the microfabricated push-to-pull devices. The preparation of focused ion beam (FIB)-milled tensile 
specimens enabled quantitative in situ TEM tensile testing, but artifacts associated with ion and electron 
beam irradiation motivated the development of a FIB-free specimen preparation method. The FIB-free 
method was enabled by the design and fabrication of oversized strain-locking push-to-pull devices. An 
adaptation for push-to-pull devices to be compatible with an instrumented nanoindenter expanded 
the testing capabilities to include in situ heating. These innovations provided quantitative mechanical 
testing, postmortem TEM imaging, and the ability to measure the glass transition temperature, via 
dynamic mechanical analysis, of freestanding polymer films. Results for each of these mentioned 
characterization methods are presented and discussed in terms of polymer nanomechanics.

Introduction
Small-scale mechanical testing methods offer many advantages 
over their macroscopic counterparts. The mechanical properties 
of materials often depend on mechanisms operating at length 
scales spanning several orders of magnitude. By reducing the 
size of the test specimen, features of interest can be isolated and 
measured independently. For example, single crystal plasticity 
can be studied for complex alloys [1–3], or near specific grain 
boundary structures [4]. Small-scale testing also provides a 
means to study size effects in materials in which one or more 
dimensions have been reduced to the micro- or nano-scale, for 
example as in nanopillar compression testing [5]. Another moti-
vation for small-scale testing methods is to investigate materi-
als that are inherently small such as nanowires [6], thin films 
[7], and biological specimens [8]. Finally, the powerful imaging 
and analytical capabilities of transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) can be used to characterize materials if they are thin 

enough to be electron transparent. As will be elaborated upon, 
TEM can also be combined with mechanical testing platforms to 
enable in situ and postmortem experiments, specifically through 
the use of push-to-pull (PTP) devices (Fig. 1) [9, 10].

In polymeric materials, the prevailing method for thin-film 
preparation is spin-casting. This requires the polymer to be dis-
solved in a solvent, which is incompatible with many polymer 
systems of interest such as polymer blends, polymer compos-
ites, and highly immiscible polymers. A key advantage of our 
technique is the variety of samples that can be tested in tension, 
including films that are microtomed from bulk that contain 
composite particles or phase interfaces to be preserved.

This paper details the advantages and disadvantages of 
PTP-based methods for small-scale mechanical testing of 
freestanding, microtomed polymer thin films. The develop-
ment of these methods has led to the discovery of a previously 
unknown phenomenon in thin films of polystyrene (PS) and 
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polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), where it was found that the 
fractured surfaces imparted by microtomy can lead to extreme 
ductility in polymers which are otherwise known to be brittle in 
their bulk form [11–14]. As a result, even though microtomy is 
established as a standard sample preparation method for micros-
copy of polymers, it is clear that the mechanical properties of 
freestanding thin films prepared in this way can deviate signifi-
cantly from their bulk counterparts.

Results and discussion
FIB‑Milled tensile specimens

Employing the cryo-solvent manipulation technique (see 
Materials and Methods section), microtomed films of PS were 
deposited onto non-locking, commercially available PTP devices 

(Fig. 2a). It was not possible to prepare films with in-plane 
dimensions small enough such that material did not extend 
beyond the tensile region, hindering proper actuation of the 
PTP device. Thus, FIB milling was used to remove excess mate-
rial and shape the tensile specimen.

Despite the precautions taken to avoid electron and ion 
beam exposure of the tensile specimen, unavoidable ion beam 
damage was present at the milled edges of the dogbone. Ion irra-
diation of polymers is known to cause chain scission of the car-
bon backbone and may subsequently produce radicals [15]. This 
can induce crosslinking through new bond formations between 
neighboring polymer chains. Additionally, scattered ions may 
embed into the polymer and, due to the low thermal conductiv-
ity of polymers, may cause local heating to occur [16]. Attempts 
to minimize these effects included using the FIB to widen the 

Figure 1:  (a) Optical image of a commercially available (non-locking) PTP device. (b) Optical image of an oversized PTP device with custom-designed 
strain-locking mechanisms incorporated into the device (indicated by arrows). The locking PTP device is shown here with a 2.5 µm tensile gap and the 
green shaded area represents the region in which a specimen can be deposited without requiring FIB milling. (a, b) Both PTP devices are actuated by 
an in-plane force applied to the rounded top portion of the mobile region, which is suspended by four springs. Upon actuation, the horizonal gap in 
the center is widened to impart a tensile force on a specimen spanning the gap. (c) Close-up image of one of the two strain-locking mechanisms from 
(b). The minimum displacement (~ 10 µm) required to engage the strain-locking mechanism is annotated.

Figure 2:  (a) Microtomed film (270 nm thick) of an elastomer deposited onto a commercial PTP device with a tensile gap that has been FIB milled to 
be ~ 11 µm instead of the standard 2.5 µm. (b) FIB-milled tensile specimen with a dogbone geometry (indicated by arrow). The surrounding wrinkling 
pattern was induced through ion beam exposure, which was not present at the tensile specimen to indicate that proper precautions were taken to 
avoid exposure during the FIB milling process. The dogbone shown was 280 nm thick and 2.3 µm wide. (c) Comparison of the mechanical responses 
for PS tensile specimens: microtomed film with a gallium FIB-milled dogbone (green curve), microtomed film with a helium FIB-milled dogbone (blue 
curve), and an injection-molded bulk PS dogbone (black curve). While helium ion milling offers some improvement, the mechanical response is still 
significantly altered by the irradiation damage at the edges, likely enhanced due to sample drift during the longer milling times. The thicknesses for 
the gallium and helium FIB-milled PS films were 330 and 140 nm, and the widths 13.5 and 0.8 µm, respectively. The strain rate used in the bulk tensile 
test was 0.01  s−1 and 0.0008  s−1 for the PTP tests.
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tensile gap of the PTP device, so that larger tensile specimens 
could be prepared. This was to reduce the volume fraction of 
material exposed to ion irradiation. Additionally, FIB milling 
using a helium ion microscope, rather than the typical gallium 
FIB, was employed to reduce ion implantation at the edges due 
to the much larger stopping distance of the light ions [17]. How-
ever, despite our best efforts during the FIB preparation, the 
mechanical response of the polymer films tested in this manner 
was dominated by the ion-irradiated edges. As shown in Fig. 2, 
FIB-milled PS films led to stiffening that resulted in an elastic 
modulus up to three times larger than that of bulk tensile speci-
mens, likely due to FIB-induced crosslinking at the edges. This 
was the case even when the width of the dogbone was increased 
to 13.5 µm (nearly spanning the entire width of the tensile gap), 
to reduce the volume fraction of the irradiated edges. Thus, in 
order to obtain meaningful quantitative measurements a FIB-
free sample preparation technique was employed.

FIB‑Free tensile specimens

As mentioned, a microtomed film could not be prepared small 
enough such that it would not extend beyond the tensile gap. 
This prompted the design and fabrication of larger PTP devices 
with a tensile region wide enough to deposit a microtomed film 
without the need for any FIB milling (Fig. 1b). The new design 
also incorporated a strain-locking mechanism which allowed 
the tensile gap to be held open for postmortem imaging, by 
either TEM or optical microscopy (Fig. 1c). Standard bulk sili-
con microfabrication was used to produce the oversized locking 
PTP devices. The smallest feature size was limited to about 2 µm 
using standard photolithography in contact mode. Because of 
this limitation, a minimum displacement of roughly 10 µm was 
required for the strain-locking mechanism to reach the locked 
position of the device (Fig. 1c). Thus, various tensile gap sizes 

were fabricated to predetermine the amount of strain that would 
be held in the locked position. Using the cryo-solvent manip-
ulation method described in the Materials and Methods sec-
tion and the newly designed locking PTP devices, microtomed 
polymer films could be deposited across the tensile gap without 
extending beyond the width of the tensile region (Fig. 3a, b). 
This avoided the need for FIB milling and the accompanying 
artifacts. As a result, it was discovered that microtomed PS 
becomes extremely ductile compared to bulk tensile tests due 
to the microtoming causing an effect analogous to mechanical 
rejuvenation, as discussed in prior work [11].

In situ TEM mechanical testing

The original design intent of the commercial PTP device was 
to enable in situ TEM mechanical testing [9]. This was per-
formed by mounting the device into a specialized TEM holder 
equipped with an indenter capable of depth and force sensing 
(Bruker-Hysitron PI 95). This provided the means to acquire 
the mechanical response of the material with correlated TEM 
imaging. The cryo-manipulation method enabled in situ TEM 
mechanical testing of polymer films (Fig. 4, Video S1). Quan-
titative analysis, however, is limited by the damaging effects of 
the electron beam. Similar to ion beam irradiation, the electron 
beam inflicts localized heating and radiolysis in polymers that 
significantly alter their mechanical properties [18]. As shown in 
Fig. 4c, the stress–strain curves for an elastomer are dramatically 
affected by the electron beam during in situ testing compared 
to PTP testing with the electron beam off. These effects were 
expected to affect PS and PMMA similarly and so alternative 
characterization methods were explored, as discussed below. 
Therefore, the beam sensitivity of the material must be con-
sidered when attempting to acquire quantitative, in situ TEM 
mechanical data.

Figure 3:  (a) Microtomed film (230 nm thick) of PMMA deposited onto an oversized locking PTP device with a tensile gap of 5 µm using the cryo-
solvent manipulation technique. (b) Magnified image of the same film shown prior to mechanical testing (postmortem image shown in Fig. 6(e). (c) 
Comparison of the mechanical responses for a bulk, injection-molded tensile specimen (black curve) and a microtomed, FIB-free specimen (red curve) 
of PS. By avoiding the artifacts induced by ion and electron beam irradiation, the discovery of extreme ductility in microtomed films of PS was made 
possible through FIB-free specimen preparation (note that fracture did not occur). The thickness of the FIB-free film of PS was 450 nm, with a strain rate 
of 0.03  s−1 used during the PTP test.
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Adaptation for quantitative testing 
with a nanoindenter

Since our locking PTP devices allow for larger tensile specimens, 
larger loads are required to strain these specimens. Because of 
this, the load limit for the indenting TEM holder was often 
exceeded. To overcome this limitation, a mount was designed 
to fix the locking PTP vertically, enabling the use of an instru-
mented nanoindenter (Bruker-Hysitron TI 950 TriboIndenter) 

to perform quantitative testing (Fig. 3c). Not only can this adap-
tation allow larger loads to be reached, but it extended all testing 
capabilities of the nanoindenter to both PTP and locking PTP 
devices that were not available with an indenting TEM holder. 
This includes the ability to perform temperature-controlled 
dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) testing to measure the 
glass transition temperature of the freestanding polymer thin 
films (Tg). As shown in Fig. 5, Tg could be determined by meas-
uring the storage and loss stiffness, providing a tan-delta value 
as a function of temperature [19]. As determined by the peak 

Figure 4:  (a) and (b) Video snapshots from an in situ TEM tensile test with 
correlated force–displacement curve of a microtomed elastomer film, 
FIB milled into a dogbone geometry. (a) Snapshot from the beginning 
of the test. (b) Snapshot just after the specimen fractured. (c) Resultant 
stress–strain curve for the in situ test shown (red) in comparison to an 
identically prepared specimen in which the electron beam was blanked 
during the test (black). The stark difference between these two results 
highlights the sensitivity many polymeric materials have to the electron 
beam of the TEM (300 kV JEOL 3010). The thicknesses for these two films 
were 300 and 270 nm for the in situ test and ‘blind’ test, respectively (See 
SI for video.).

Figure 5:  (a) Custom-fabricated mount designed to hold a locking PTP 
device upright for testing with an instrumented nanoindenter (different 
sized mount was also fabricated for the commercial PTP devices). A 
set screw with a nylon tip holds the device firmly in the vertical position. 
The top surface of the mount is slightly higher than the device, which 
allows it to be sandwiched between two heating plates for temperature-
controlled testing. (b) Plot showing the results of a temperature-
controlled DMA test on a microtomed, FIB-free film of PS. The thickness 
of the film was 140 nm, and the dynamic mechanical test was performed 
at 4 Hz with a continuous temperature increase at a rate of 4 °C/min.
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in the tan-delta curve, the microtomed freestanding film of PS 
appears to have a reduction in Tg as compared to bulk meas-
urements. This is expected due to the enhanced chain mobil-
ity at the microtomed surfaces [11], but further investigation 
is required to validate the repeatability of this result (Tg of bulk 
PS is 100 °C).

In Situ optical microscopy with postmortem TEM 
imaging

To avoid electron beam-induced artifacts, locking PTP experi-
ments can be performed under an optical microscope to observe 
the deformation in situ. This can be done by fixing a pair of self-
closing tweezers to the stage of an optical microscope to hold 
the locking PTP device under the objective lens (Fig. 6a). By 
equipping a micromanipulator setup with a needle, the locking 
PTP device can be actuated while recording optical video or 
images (Fig. 6b, Video S1). After applying enough displacement 
to engage the strain-locking mechanism, the locking PTP can 
then be transferred into the TEM holder for postmortem TEM 
imaging (Fig. 6c). The strain-locks provide more stability com-
pared to holding strain with the indenting TEM holder, and even 
allow for the sample to be sputter coated in the deformed state to 
reduce electron beam sensitivity; both of these factors enhance 
the ability to obtain high-quality TEM images postmortem.

Conclusion
The PTP-based mechanical testing platform, which has had 
success in studying hard materials, has been adapted for 
small-scale testing of polymeric materials. Two key devel-
opments were described in this paper: (1) the cryo-solvent 
manipulation technique, which provided a means to transfer 
and deposit delicate polymer thin films, and (2) the design 
of an oversized locking push-to-pull device, which enabled 
FIB-free tensile specimen preparation and postmortem TEM 
analysis. A design of a vertical mount for use with instru-
mented nanoindenters expanded the types of experiments 
possible with PTP devices, including the ability to measure 
the glass transition temperature.

The cryo-solvent manipulation technique is not limited to 
PTP sample preparation. For example, using this technique it 
is possible to transfer microtomed films onto grids and sili-
con nitride windows for TEM and X-ray microscopy. While 
only results for monolithic polymers have been presented, the 
advantages of the locking PTP device testing platform may 
benefit more complicated polymer systems such as composites 
and blends. Finally, the increased tensile area of the locking 
PTP devices may accommodate other types of materials, such 
as biological materials for nanomechanical investigations that 
would not be possible with small commercial PTP devices.

Figure 6:  (a) A locking PTP device held under the objective lens of an optical microscope, about to be actuated with a micromanipulator equipped 
with a metal needle. (b)–(d) Video snapshots from an in situ locking PTP test of a microtomed, FIB-free film of PS (film thickness = 270 nm). The PS 
film reaches strains well beyond that of the bulk, as measured by the percent difference in the locking PTP gap (indicated in lower right corner of 
each snapshot). (e) Postmortem optical image of a microtomed, FIB-free film of PMMA on a locking PTP device with the strain-locking mechanism 
engaged, which provided the mechanical stability required to obtain images at this magnification (film thickness = 260 nm). (f ) Low-magnification TEM 
overview of a microtomed, FIB-free film of PS where the edges of the locking PTP tensile gap can be seen in the upper-right and lower-left corners 
(film thickness = 240 nm). (g) Higher magnification of the region indicated in (f ), revealing crazes not resolvable by the optical microscope. For PS, the 
crazing only occurred in annealed films even though both annealed and unannealed films exhibited extreme ductility [11]. Enabled by the strain-
locking feature of the locking PTP device, crucial TEM imaging of the films was permitted, revealing the dependence of the deformation mode on 
annealing at the microstructural level.
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Materials and methods
The PS used for this study was anionically polymerized 
(Mw = 288,800  g/mol; Mn = 274,600  g/mol; Mw/Mn = 1.05) 
and was purchased from Pressure Chemical (Pittsburgh, PA) 
and provided by The Dow Chemical Company. The elastomer 
used was ethylene, 1-octene and was provided by The Dow 
Chemical Company. The polymethylmethacrylate was pur-
chased from Sigma-Aldrich, manufactured by Goodfellow as 
a cast sheet (0.5 mm thick).

Microtomy

Glass and diamond blade microtomy was used to prepare 
PS and PMMA specimens with thicknesses on the order of 
200 nm using an RMC PowerTome XL Ultramicrotome. As 
the glass transition temperature, Tg, of both of these poly-
mer glasses is well above room temperature, sectioning was 
performed at room temperature. A glass knife trim tool was 
first used to reduce the size and shape the dimensions of 
the blockface of a bulk sample, after which sectioning was 
performed using a diamond knife equipped with a reservoir 
filled with deionized water. This allowed the films to float 
along the surface of the water as they were cut. The water 
not only serves as a convenient way to collect the floating 
specimens, but also reduces compression during sectioning 
to yield a more uniform thickness. Using a single-hair tool 
and a loop tool, the films can be retrieved and deposited onto 
an intermediate substrate. Filter paper was used to blot the 
water away from the loop tool when depositing the films onto 
this substrate. It is important that the films did not adhere to 
the intermediate substrate too strongly. To accomplish this, 
a silicon wafer that was first roughened with high grit sand-
paper was used. This reduced the contact area between the 
polymer films and the substrate, lowering the adhesion and 
allowing them to be removed without damage. Success was 
also achieved using filter paper or “frosted” glass slides as 
intermediate substrates. Films less than 100 nm in thickness 
required a rougher substrate, as they tended to conform to the 
scratches on the surface and adhered more strongly than their 
thicker counterparts.

Cryo‑solvent manipulation

Utilizing solvents at cryogenic temperatures provides a means 
to manipulate the fragile films and deposit them onto the PTP 
device (or any substrate). Three solvents were evaluated: etha-
nol, methanol, and isopropyl alcohol (IPA). These solvents 
were chosen because they were easily obtainable and incom-
patible with PS and PMMA. When the cryo-chamber was set 
to − 165 °C, the methanol and IPA would quickly become solid 

and unusable. Ethanol, however, became a very viscous liquid, 
similar to the viscosity of honey at room temperature and is 
also very sticky. The viscous ethanol enabled the pickup and 
transfer of delicate specimens with accurate deposition onto 
the PTP device.

After preparing an intermediate substrate with several films 
deposited, it was placed into the microtome cryo-chamber and 
cooled to the desired temperature (depending on the solvent 
used). The intermediate substrate was fixed onto the knife 
holder by using double-sided tape which was compatible with 
cryogenic temperatures. The cryo-solvent manipulation was 
performed by first applying a small amount of solvent on the 
roughened intermediate substrate nearby the deposited films 
and a PTP device is placed on top in order to immobilize it 
during deposition (otherwise the PTP may cling to the single-
hair tool). A smaller amount of solvent was then applied to the 
tensile region of a PTP device. For the oversized locking PTP 
devices, only enough solvent to cover the tensile region was 
used, as excess solvent may cause the film drift out of position 
during the final warm-up step. The tip of a single-hair tool was 
then dipped into a blob of solvent so that it was lightly coated. 
The sticky tip of the single-hair tool was then used to gently 
pick up a film from the roughened substrate, preferably at the 
corner of the film (Fig. 7a, Video S2). The film, attached to the 
end of the single-hair tool, was gently placed onto the small dab 
of solvent previously applied to the tensile region. The film was 
released from the single-hair tool as it was pulled away since 
the contact area between the film and the dab of solvent on the 
PTP device was much larger than at the tip of the hair (Fig. 7b, 
Video S3). The position of the deposited films can be adjusted 
by elevating the temperature until the solvent melts but does not 
evaporate. The single-hair tool can then be used to adjust the 
films into the desired position (Video S4). This process can be 
performed by hand or by equipping a micromanipulator setup 
with a single-hair tool that extends into the cryo-chamber.

It was found that the thin films could also be manipulated 
at slightly warmer temperatures (roughly − 85 °C) at which the 
solvent remained in a liquid state, but low enough such that 
evaporation was suppressed. In this case, the same procedure as 
described for the viscous ethanol was used: a small amount of 
the solvent is painted onto a PTP device at the tensile gap and a 
small drop at the tip of the single-hair tool is used to pick up and 
deposit an individual film (Fig. 7c, d, Video S5—note here a lock-
ing PTP device was used). It was found that IPA worked best for 
cryo-solvent manipulation at the warmer setting. This is due to a 
common problem in cryo-microtomy, which is that water in the 
air freezes and “snows” into the cryo-chamber. The ice crystals 
land on the solvent in the cryo-chamber, melt and dissolve. It was 
observed that when ethanol was used, a critical concentration of 
water is reached such that the mixture freezes into a rigid solid. 
This creates a limited window of time in which ethanol can be 
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used for cryo-manipulation (this can be extended by the opera-
tor wearing a mask or face covering, which reduces moisture 
due to respiration entering the cryo-chamber). This problem, 
however, was not encountered with IPA. The warmer tempera-
ture not only reduced ice formation, but when ice mixed with the 
IPA it did not cause it to freeze. The advantage of using viscous 
ethanol is that the films are easier to pick up with the single-hair 
tool compared to using the liquid IPA method. Additionally, if 
cryo-microtomy is used to prepare specimens, as required for 
polymers with a Tg below room temperature, the viscous ethanol 
could be used to transfer films directly from the knife onto a 
PTP device mounted just below the knife edge, thus circumvent-
ing the need for an intermediate substrate. However, due to the 

problems with ice formation, using IPA at roughly − 85 °C was 
the preferred method for preparing PTP specimens.

The final step in the sample transfer procedure is to elevate 
the temperature to ambient and let the solvent evaporate, leaving 
behind a film deposited firmly on the PTP device. Other solvents 
may also work, as long as the material is chemically resistant and 
can be wetted by the solvent.

FIB milling

The mobile region of a commercially available PTP device is 
about 0.7  mm2, with a tensile gap of 2.5 µm and width of the ten-
sile region of just under 19 µm (Fig. 1a, 3a). This width is below 

Figure 7:  (a) Microtomed film of PS clinging to the end of a single-hair tool extending into the cryogenic chamber of the microtome. Below the film, 
a dab of viscous ethanol covers a PTP device, ready for deposition. (b) The PS film is shown deposited onto the PTP device by adhering to the viscous 
ethanol. Note that the film covers most of the mobile region of the device, which will require the use of a FIB to clear the trenches and shape the 
tensile specimen. (c) Single-hair tool picking up a microtomed film of PMMA inside the cryogenic chamber. A small amount of IPA has been applied 
to the tensile region of a locking PTP device. The temperature is low enough such that the solvent remains liquid but does not readily evaporate. (d) 
Image of the PMMA film from (c) just after deposition onto the locking PTP device by gently touching the film onto the liquid IPA previously applied to 
the tensile region (indicated by arrow). No FIB milling was required since the film does not extend beyond the tensile region of the locking PTP device 
(See SI for videos.).
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the practical width of a polymer film that can be microtomed 
and deposited onto the device without extending beyond the ten-
sile region, which would hinder proper actuation of the device 
and prevent quantitative analysis. Thus, focused ion beam (FIB) 
milling was used to clear the excess material and shape a tensile 
specimen. Using a Zeiss ORION NanoFab, milling (gallium and 
helium FIB) was performed blindly such that the gauge section 
was never imaged by the ions. This was achieved by using an 
optical image as a map, following the trenches of the device at a 
high enough magnification such that the material spanning the 
tensile gap was not exposed. The gallium FIB was used at higher 
currents (> 1 nA at 30 kV) to clear the trenches up to the tensile 
region, and then the helium FIB was used at a low current (10 pA 
at 25 kV) to shape the tensile specimen into a dogbone geometry 
(Fig. 2a, b). Milling at low currents increases the milling time 
and so sample drift becomes more problematic. To minimize 
the effects of drift, only the outline of the dogbone geometry was 
milled, one side at a time. After the outline was milled, the excess 
material on either side of the dogbone was cleared (Fig. 2b). Note 
that the dogbone geometry was determined by scaling down the 
dimensions of the ATSM D638 type IV specimen [20]. The width 
of the narrow section was doubled to increase stability of the 
freestanding dogbone during handling and to reduce the volume 
of material irradiated by the FIB.

Quantitative PTP testing

A feedback controller was used to maintain a constant displace-
ment rate during quantitative testing, for both the instrumented 
nanoindenter and the indenting TEM holder. The stiffness of the 
PTP devices ranged from 150 to 600 N/m, depending on the size 
and thickness of the device. No significant hysteresis was meas-
ured when the PTP device was cycled without a specimen. The 
stiffness of the PTP device was either determined ahead of time or 
was extracted from the unloading portion of the force–displace-
ment curve after fracture or if there was slack present in the film.

Van der Waals attraction between the film and substrate 
was sufficient to fix the specimen across the PTP tensile gap. 
Slippage was only observed when bubbles of air trapped under 
the film prevented proper adhesion to the PTP device. Slippage 
events were easily identified in the force–displacement response, 
as an abrupt drop in load is much more dramatic than the load 
drop from strain softening. Additionally, concerns of slippage 
could be investigated after the fact by optical microscopy in two 
ways: (1) the interference color of the film changes when the film 
detaches from the PTP device surface after dramatic slippage in 
which half the film is no longer attached to the PTP device, (2) 
by comparing optical images taken before and after straining. 
With that being said, even when the film did not slip strain was 
observed to extend beyond the PTP gap edges when air pockets 
were present near the tensile gap.

Any slack in the film was removed from the force–displace-
ment curve in accordance with ATSM D638 Annex A1 (toe 
compensation), which is done by fitting a line to initial linear 
response to extrapolate the actual zero value for displacement 
[20]. Additionally, once the spring force constant is subtracted 
from the data, the load is approximately zero until the end of the 
slack in the film is reached, indicating the value of displacement 
that correlates to zero strain (useful when the initial response of 
the material is non-linear). More often than not, this adjustment 
was not needed since the films would usually lay flat across the 
tensile gap.
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